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Introductions 
Christina Scott graduated from Lindsey Wilson College with 
a Master's degree in Mental Health Counseling and Human 
Development. Christina is a Licensed Professional Clinical 
Counselor Supervisor in Ohio. With a history in school-based 
therapy, she has been providing telecounseling and teleplay 
therapy since March 2020. Christina is a Registered Play 
Therapist, certified in Trauma-Focused Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy, and she is a Nationally Certified Counselor. A proud 
geek therapist, Christina co-authored a chapter in the book, 
“Using Superheroes and Villains in Counseling and Play 
Therapy: A Guide for Mental Health Professionals” (edited by 
Lawrence C. Rubin). Her newest ventures include starting an 
online solo private practice and teaming up with her pal Elise 
Gambill in starting the Two Nerdy Counselors YouTube 
channel where they share free interventions. Christina strives 
to help her fellow geeks reach their full potential.

christina@risingactioncounseling.com

Two Nerdy Counselors - 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1w4UX7TxQZqvmiMJv2k5xg

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1w4UX7TxQZqvmiMJv2k5xg


Learning Objectives 

Upon completion of this training participants will be able to:

1. Examine common sensory challenges associated with trauma/stress in child and 
adolescent clients who might present to the play therapist’s office.
 

2. Discuss the ethical considerations, as well as potential benefits, in incorporating 
touch into the play therapy session.
 

3. Apply 6 play therapy interventions utilizing a client’s five senses and describe the 
purpose, rationale, and steps of these interventions.



Course agenda 
10:00 – 10:30 a.m. Impact of trauma on sensory 

experience

10:30 -11:30 a.m. Trauma interventions

11:30 – 11:50 a.m. Break

11:50 – 12:30 p.m. Using touch in play therapy 

12:30 – 1:10 p.m. More sensory interventions 

1:10 – 1:20 p.m.  Closure, Questions, and Evaluations



● For purchase or DIY guide
● https://dev.thebrainarchitecturegame.com/articles/build-your-own-comp

lete-game/#1449635379588-6619d4cb-0d50

Introduction to Trauma and the Brain
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https://dev.thebrainarchitecturegame.com/articles/build-your-own-complete-game/#1449635379588-6619d4cb-0d50
https://dev.thebrainarchitecturegame.com/articles/build-your-own-complete-game/#1449635379588-6619d4cb-0d50
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2-DMvcrTlk


● A traumatic event is a frightening, dangerous, or violent event that poses a threat to a 
child’s life or bodily integrity. Witnessing a traumatic event that threatens life or physical 
security of a loved one can also be traumatic. This is particularly important for young 
children as their sense of safety depends on the perceived safety of their attachment 
figures.
○ The National Child Traumatic Stress Network (nctsn.org)

● May look like: Bullying, community violence, natural disasters, intimate partner 
violence, physical/mental/sexual abuse, medical/physical injury, traumatic grief, 
complex

● May have detrimental effects on child’s sensory and cognitive processing as well 
as ability to self-regulate (Carey, 2006)

● Emotional and physiological effects (e.g. heart rate, nausea/vomiting, loss of 
bowel/bladder control) (nctsn.org)

● Long-term health risks (ACEs)

Trauma - A Sensory Story



○ Attachment - secure vs. insecure
○ Biology - fight or flight response
○ Affect regulation - “hallmark” trait of youth
○ Dissociation - primitive, survival mode
○ Behavioral control - internalized vs. externalized
○ Cognition - memory, focus, attention
○ Self concept - helpless, distrusting

Trauma - A Sensory Story



● Sensations are energies that stimulate/activate nerve cells
● Integration is a type of organization, bringing in all parts 

to create a whole
● Sensory organization occurs as the brain is developing 

(unconscious process)
● Sensory organization = awareness of self and environment 
● Gives meaning to what is experienced 
● Allows us to adapt

○ (Ayres, Robbins, & McAtee, 2018)

Sensory Organization



● Sensory problems may look like
○ Anxiety in school setting
○ Attention difficulties
○ Impaired motor skills (e.g. holding a pencil, cutting with 

scissors)
○ Distractibility 
○ Hyperactivity 
○ Impulsivity
○ Emotional/behavioral outbursts

■ Lashing out
■ Melting down

○ Low self-esteem
○ Feeling confused and disorganized

Sensory Challenges



● Touch is a natural and essential part of human growth and development
● Touch is dialogue - conveys messages of safety, danger, love, anger, competence, etc.
● Viola Brody and Developmental Play Therapy

■ Dialogue of Touch: Developmental Play Therapy (Book)
■ Touch builds client’s sense of self and appreciation of other’s self
■ Premise that child who experiences capable and healthy touching from 

caregiver will naturally move toward wellness and heal from past trauma
■ Rationale for touch: serves purpose in moving client toward wellness and 

improved functioning (Brody, 2006)
■ Goal is to provide space for child to develop experience of own body

● Touch, see, respond (training is critical!)
● Occurs in play therapy whether unintentional or initiated (important to be intentional)
● The use of touch may provide a foundation for a secure therapeutic relationship

○ (Folsom, 2016)
● Harry Harlow’s study with Rhesus Monkeys in the 1950s

○ Spent more time with cloth mother than wire mother (food)
○ Attachment and comfort necessary 

The Taboo Topic of Touch



● Therapeutic Powers of Play
○ Facilitates communication

■ Touch is dialogue
○ Fosters emotional wellness

■ Stress management, positive emotion, catharsis
○ Increases personal strengths

■ Self-regulation, creative problem solving, self-esteem
○ Enhances social relationships

■ Play fosters intimacy
● Uses touch and proximity in a way that is non-threatening

● Ethics on Touch (refer to handout)
○ Training, informed consent, ongoing assessment during implementation, 

supervision, legal and other ethical considerations 
● Benefits of Touch

○ Healthy attachment, co-regulation, grounding, greater sense of self

Touch



● Basic guidelines 
○ Have clear framework for use of touch and communicate it 

with all involved
○ Consider the types of touch used
○ Obtain informed consent for use of touch (document)
○ Engage in ongoing assessment and teaching of boundaries 

with touch
○ Consider age, identified gender, and perception of child
○ Gain supervision and consultation regarding touch
○ Ideally, a co-therapist should be present when utilizing touch 

■ (Aquino & Lee, 2000)

Touch



● Fishy Shark
● Pretend Palm Reading
● Flower, Rain and Sun

○ Purpose
■ Connection, grounding

○ Rationale
■ Safe, collaborative 

environment for 
exploring healthy touch 
and connection

Interventions with Touch

Connection Interventions in Play Therapy for Children with Autism

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yHsPjlYLXs


● Fingernail Painting
● Purpose

■ Connection, client expression, client 
competence, capable touch

○ Rationale
■ Safe touch activity, often suitable for 

working with girls, teens, abuse 
victims (use caution!)

○ Steps
■ Ask first (establish consent)
■ Provide supplies (polish, polish 

markers, jewels, stickers)
■ Take turns painting one another’s 

nails

Interventions with Touch



● Neuroception - neural process (distinct from 
perception) capable of determining safe vs. 
threatening stimuli in environment

● Potential for creating new neural pathways 
(neural plasticity)

● Research suggests those with 
trauma/sensitivities might have more neural 
plasticity 

● Mirror neurons and oxytocin play into 
therapeutic relationship

● Mirror neurons are building blocks of 
empathy

● Why play therapy? Why sensory elements?
○ Helps the child externalize the problem

Neuroscience in the Playroom

Mirror Game

Partners stand facing 
each other. One is the 
person and the other is 
the reflection. The 
person makes facial and 
body gestures, and the 
reflection mimics them. 
Partners take turns. 



● Resonance 
○ Internal process between therapist and client
○ Therapist focuses on bodily sensations and models appropriate 

regulation/ expression of emotions and physiological sensations
○ Client sees therapist shifting the window of tolerance (adapting)

■ May activate child’s mirror neurons
■ Promotes sense of safety
■ Therapist attunes to the client and moves with the client, 

empowering regulation.
■ As the client senses that it is safe to sit in the feeling state 

and energy of the memory, the client’s window of tolerance 
will begin to widen.

■ Client observes the therapist staying at the edge of the 
therapist’s window of tolerance, the client begins to learn 
that it is safe to move toward the intensity.

Neuroscience in the Playroom



● Mirror Neurons in the playroom 
○ Yawning
○ Why role modeling is key in the learning 

process
● Authenticity of therapist helps to rewire the 

child’s brain (more adaptive)
○ Enhances client’s patterns toward 

self-awareness and self-regulation 
(modeling)

○ By watching therapist, child can learn 
how to regulate difficult emotions 
experienced in therapy

Neuroscience in the Playroom



● Research-informed play therapy model
● Blends together neuroscience, attachment, therapist authenticity, brain 

development, affect attunement, physics, emotional congruence, nervous 
system regulation, and the projective process.

● Impacts the disorganization of lower brain centers
● Such an approach ultimately fosters ‘holistic processing where all three 

levels will operate synergistically”
● Therapist is capable of attuning to self and other
● Therapist is willing to express internal states, verbally and nonverbally

○ 70-90% communication is nonverbal

● Crescendos and decrescendos - client is composer, therapist follows
○ Delicate dance of attunement 

Synergetic Play Therapy 



● Autonomic nervous system is affected by central nervous system in 
response to environmental stimuli and bodily organs

● Theory centers on predictable pattern of reactivity brought on by 
evolution (response to threat for survival)

● Fight, flight, freeze and flock
○ Fight and flight activate sympathetic nervous system
○ Freeze, or immobilization involves massive shut down of system (adaptation to 

reduce metabolic demands)
○ Immobilization involves shutdown via vagal pathway with parasympathetic nervous 

system

● Through evolution, a second vagal pathway formed (only in mammals)
○ Vagal nerve interacts with brainstem and facial/head muscles
○ Social engagement system (flock)

The Polyvagal Theory in the Playroom



The Polyvagal Theory - Brief Overview 

https://glenweimer.com/polyvagal-theory-part-2/ http://counsellinginhamilton.com/polyvagal-ladder/

https://glenweimer.com/polyvagal-theory-part-2/
http://counsellinginhamilton.com/polyvagal-ladder/


● Help mammals co-regulate (with a little help from our friends)
● Promote social interactions such as play and intimacy
● Based on cues of safety vs. danger 

○ Vocalizations, head/facial gestures and facial expressions

● Helped us evolve in order to reproduce, care for offspring, and 
collaborate

● Sensory pathways within this system help us regulate visceral (organ) 
and somatic sensations

● Goal: cues of safety (felt sense of safety vs. actual removal of threat)
● 3 components of safety

○ Autonomic nervous system cannot be in defense mode
○ Social engagement system is activated and keeping nervous system balanced
○ Cues of safety are available

Social Engagement System (Flock)



● Peek-a-boo, common game parents 
play with babies

● Neural exercise
● Autonomic nervous system is 

disrupted and then stabilized 
through activated social 
engagement system
○ Missing parent = disruption due to 

perceived threat
○ Parent presents = cues for safety 

● Play provides therapeutic structure 
for helping clients learn to 
co-regulate with therapist and 
eventually self-regulate

Peek-a-book - Play and Polyvagal merge

Still Face Experiment

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0


Sensory Supplies for the Playroom

● Sight
○ Positive images
○ Relaxing colors

● Touch
○ Textures (blankets, sand, shaving cream, water)
○ Weight 

● Smell
○ Essential oils
○ Scented coloring tools

● Taste
○ Fruit
○ Candy & Chocolate (permission)

● Sound
○ Sound machine
○ YouTube relaxing music channels

Calm Down Corner



Sensory 

Fantasy 

Island

Tammi Van 
Hollander 

● Guided imagery
● Creating ‘safe space’
● Could use art, legos, 

sandtray, Minecraft

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZ4oBQUsA-Y


● Grounding Flip Book (Case Study)
● You will need: index cards, a book 

ring
● Write on each of the cards a 

grounding question based on 
senses or choices.
○ Name 5 white things in the room.
○ Identify 3 things you like about your 

appearance. 
○ Name 2 movies that make you laugh.
○ List your top 3 dream vacation spots.

● Have the client keep this book 
handy and flip through

Sensory Play Therapy Interventions

https://kateandthekids.com/2019/02/28/short-and-sweet-heres-a-grounding-
exercise-for-when-youre-feeling-overwhelmed/

https://kateandthekids.com/2019/02/28/short-and-sweet-heres-a-grounding-exercise-for-when-youre-feeling-overwhelmed/
https://kateandthekids.com/2019/02/28/short-and-sweet-heres-a-grounding-exercise-for-when-youre-feeling-overwhelmed/


● Sound
● My Life Mix

○ Purpose: process trauma, coping playlist
■ Trauma narrative
■ Feel Good Playlist 

○ Steps: 
■ Complete handout
■ Process and/or exchange
■ Keep handy

○ Materials: handout, coloring tools, CD 
(termination activity)

○ Rationale: 
■ Indirect and safe sensory outlet
■ Music as means of expression/coping 

Sensory Play Therapy Interventions



● Taste 
● Mindful Snacking

○ Purpose: mindfulness, here and now, positive 
emotions/experiences
■ Positive Psychology, PERMA

○ Steps: 
■ Choose food item
■ Go through five senses with client
■ Process experience 

○ Materials: fruit, snack, candy, chocolate
○ Rationale: 

■ Taste tied to positive emotions/memories
○ Case Study: Remember the Tangerine

○ School - stock up on oranges!
■ Mindful eating and drawbacks

Sensory Play Therapy Interventions



● Sight
● Blackout Drawing

○ Purpose: meet client where they’re at, 
shine a light in the darkness/ sit with 
darkness

○ Steps: 
■ Color a paper completely with 

black
■ Draw/ write through black with 

eraser
■ Process experience & Metaphor

○ Materials: white paper, charcoal, eraser
○ Rationale: 

■ Acceptance and Commitment 
approach

Sensory Play Therapy Interventions



● Touch
● Texture Take-home Bag

○ Purpose: textures to calm the client
■ Tangible reminders
■ Grounding items

○ Steps: 
■ Create bag/box/kit
■ Add items of various textures

● Be cautious of client sensory 
aversions

○ Materials: stones, fabric, cold/hot, 
rough/smooth, memories associated

○ Rationale: 
■ Physical items act as tangible reminder 

for therapeutic concepts.
■ Physical touch as part of grounding

Sensory Play Therapy Interventions



● Smell
● Essential Oils Lollipop
● Paris Goodyear Brown

○ Purpose: up-regulating & 
down-regulating activity

○ Steps:
■ Put drops of oil on cotton ball, 

place fabric over and popsicle 
stick under and wrap. Add 
rubber band and keep in bag.

○ Materials: essential oils, cotton ball, 
precut fabric, popsicle stick, rubber 
band, ziplock bag

○ Rationale: smell is strongly tied to 
changing one’s physical/mental state

Sensory Play Therapy Interventions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMOEOW7EB1k


● Tips
○ The more variety of supplies, the more opportunity for 

expression/exploration.
○ It’s not about artistic ability; it’s about the creative, 

sensory process.
● Considerations

○ Boundaries
■ Client
■ Therapist
■ Messy? How comfortable are you?

○ Allergies
○ Consent

 

Sensory Tips and Tricks & Ethical 

Considerations



● Strengths Rocks
● Anxiety Rock (acceptance)
● Story Stones
● Wipe Away Rock
● Case Study

○ Texture and Text
○ Materials

■ Stone
■ Book pages (thin)
■ Glue or mod podge 

 

Grounding Rocks

http://www.discoversevenstones.com/mandala-art-rocks-touchst
one-paint-class/

https://weheartit.com/articles/332359425-painting-rocks

https://www.reddit.com/r/Meditation/comments/2c9dqu/anxiet
y_is_a_heavy_rock/

http://www.discoversevenstones.com/mandala-art-rocks-touchstone-paint-class/
http://www.discoversevenstones.com/mandala-art-rocks-touchstone-paint-class/
https://weheartit.com/articles/332359425-painting-rocks
https://www.reddit.com/r/Meditation/comments/2c9dqu/anxiety_is_a_heavy_rock/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Meditation/comments/2c9dqu/anxiety_is_a_heavy_rock/


● Materials
○ White crayon
○ White photo paper (Glossy side)
○ Watercolor paints

● Steps
○ Write or draw on paper with crayon.
○ Paint over with watercolors
○ See the message/drawing come through.
○ Process

 

Hidden Message of Hope

https://nblibraryteens.wordpress.com/2013/08/23/friday-crafternoon-white-crayon-an
d-watercolor-art/

https://nblibraryteens.wordpress.com/2013/08/23/friday-crafternoon-white-crayon-and-watercolor-art/
https://nblibraryteens.wordpress.com/2013/08/23/friday-crafternoon-white-crayon-and-watercolor-art/


● Sight and Touch
● Magic Crystal Ball

○ Create a scene of what you would like 
for your future.

● Snow Globe
○ Create a scene of a positive memory 

you can recall.
● Materials

○ Snow globe kit
○ Sand or sugar 
○ Water
○ Glitter
○ Miniatures

● Steps
○ Glue miniatures, cover in sand. Fill 

with water. Attach base. 

 

Magic Crystal Ball/Snow Globe



● Fingers
○ 5 things I like about 

myself
○ 5 things I can do to care 

for myself
● Heart in middle

○ Loving kindness mantra
■ I love myself
■ May I be kind.
■ I am okay.

○ Add tapping

Alternative: 5 things I see, 4 things 
I touch, 3 things I hear, 2 things I 
smell, 1 thing I taste

Reconnection with Self



● Materials: 3 sets of slime
○ Runny, flubbery, putty

● Use analogy of house of slime
● High Fives (Touch)
● Enmeshed Boundaries

○ Runny slime
● Rigid Boundaries

○ Hard putty
● Flexible Boundaries

○ Flubber

Slime Boundaries 



● Book, Childhood Disrupted: How Your Biography Becomes Your Biology, 
and How You Can Heal by Donna Jackson Nakazawa

● Supplies
○ https://www.playtherapysupply.com/sensory
○ https://sensoryuniversity.com/
○ https://www.nationalautismresources.com/autism-toys/
○ https://therapyshoppe.com/

● ACES
○ Adverse Childhood Experiences Questionnaire

Additional Resources 

https://www.playtherapysupply.com/sensory
https://sensoryuniversity.com/
https://www.nationalautismresources.com/autism-toys/
https://therapyshoppe.com/


● The Science of Early Childhood & the Brain Architecture Game - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2-DMvcrTlk&feature=emb_logo

● Connection Inverventions in Play Therapy for Children with Autism - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yHsPjlYLXs&feature=emb_logo

● Still Face Experiment - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0&feature=emb_logo

● Why Do We Lose Control of Our Emotions? - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bKuoH8CkFc&feature=emb_logo

● STOP Meditation for Kids by GoZen! and Dr. Elisha Goldstein - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7mH1lPnak4

● Tele-Play Therapy Day Seven: Sensory Fantasy Island - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZ4oBQUsA-Y&feature=emb_logo

● Nurture House Nugget: Essential Oils Lollipop - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMOEOW7EB1k&feature=emb_logo

YouTube Video Resources 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2-DMvcrTlk&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yHsPjlYLXs&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bKuoH8CkFc&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMOEOW7EB1k&feature=emb_logo
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